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ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 
We, the employees at EdgeTech, would like to thank you for purchasing the DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC 
Acquisition software. At EdgeTech, it is our policy to provide high quality, cost effective products and 
support services that meet or exceed your requirements. We also strive to deliver them on time and to 
continuously look for ways to improve them. We take pride in the products we manufacture and want 
you to be entirely satisfied with your equipment. 

Purpose of this Manual 
The purpose of this manual is to provide the user with information on the setup and use of EdgeTech’s 
DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC. Although this manual encompasses the latest operational features of the 
DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC, some features may be periodically upgraded. Therefore, the information in this 
manual is subject to change and should be used for reference only. 

License Statement 
The DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC manual is not covered by any license. It is being provided to you to facilitate 
using the DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC software. This document is the property of EdgeTech and is being 
provided with limited rights to its use. 

Liability 
EdgeTech has made every effort to document the DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC in this manual accurately and 
completely. However, EdgeTech assumes no liability for errors or for any damages that result from the 
use of this manual or the equipment it documents. EdgeTech reserves the right to upgrade features of 
this equipment, and to make changes to this manual, without notice at any time. 

Distribution 
EdgeTech does not grant the right to give away, sell, license, re-package, or otherwise distribute any 
portion of this document without the written permission of EdgeTech, Inc. 

Revision History 
REV DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVAL 
A Release to production 05/2014 HS 
B Added Calibration Procedure 08/2014 HS 
C Updated software to include GPS 12/2015 NC 
D Updated Install Shield 03/2016 CC 
E Addressed Display Size setting 09/2016 HS 
F Software Update 12/20/2018 HS 
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Warnings, Cautions, and Notes 
Where applicable, warnings, cautions, and notes are provided in this manual as follows: 

WARNING! 

Identifies a potential hazard that could cause personal injury or death to 
yourself or to others.  

 

CAUTION! 

Identifies a potential hazard that could be damaging to equipment or 
could result in the loss of data. 

 

NOTE: Recommendations or general information that is particular to the 
material being presented. It may also refer to another part of this manual 
or to another manual. 
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SOFTWARE SERVICE OVERVIEW 
EdgeTech provides software services free of charge. The Software Service Agreement (SSA) does not 
address customer-specified modifications or enhancements. These services may be ordered separately. 
Furthermore, EdgeTech software upgrades are meant for the sole use of EdgeTech customer. Any 
reproduction of EdgeTech supplied software or file sharing is strictly prohibited. 

Software Updates and Enhancements 
EdgeTech customers can download new software releases with all modifications and enhancements along 
with user's manual changes from the EdgeTech FTP site. Major software issues, should they occur, will be 
reported directly to the customer. New software releases consist of the following: 

• Software enhancements that are not on the price list 
• Software fixes and changes 
• Product integration 
• Documentation updates to on-line help 
• Tests for compatibility with other modules 

Software patches consist of software that has undergone the following: 

• Minor software enhancements 
• Software fixes and changes 

The SSA entitles EdgeTech customers to contact EdgeTech Customer Service by telephone, facsimile, or 
e-mail to report a difficulty, to discuss a problem or to receive advice on the best way to perform a task. 
When contacted, EdgeTech Customer Service will do the following: 

• Respond within 24 hours via Telephone, Facsimile, and E-mail Support 
• Immediately attend to serious problems affecting operations 
• Attempt to find an immediate work-around 
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CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Customer service personnel at EdgeTech are always eager to hear from users of our products. Your 
feedback is welcome, and is a valuable source of information which we use to continually improve these 
products. Therefore we encourage you to contact EdgeTech Customer Service to offer any suggestions or 
to request technical support:  

NOTE: Please have your system Serial Number available when contacting 
Customer Service. 

E-mail:  service@edgetech.com 

Mail:  4 Little Brook Road 
 West Wareham, MA 02576 

Telephone:  (508) 291-0057 

Facsimile: (508) 291-2491 

24-Hour Emergency  
Technical Support Line:  (508) 942-8043 

 

For more information please go to www.EdgeTech.com. 

  

http://www.edgetech.com/
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COMPANY BACKGROUND 
EdgeTech (formerly EG&G Marine Instruments) traces its history in Underwater Data Acquisition and 
Processing back to 1966. EdgeTech has designed, developed, and manufactured products, instruments, 
and systems — for the acquisition of underwater data, including marine, estuarine, and coastal 
applications — for over 50 years.  

EdgeTech responds to the needs of the Scientific, Naval, and Offshore communities by providing industry-
leading equipment — such as Sub-Bottom Profilers, Side Scan Sonar, Acoustic Releases, USBL Positioning 
Systems, and Bathymetric Systems — that have become standards in the industry.  

EdgeTech consistently anticipates and responds to future needs with an active Research and Development 
Program.  Current efforts are focused on adapting new cutting-edge acoustic technology.  
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 OVERVIEW 
EdgeTech’s DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC Acquisition Software package provides a way to control, store, and 
display bathymetric and dual frequency side scan sonar data. These data are presented on a color 
waterfall display and are stored in the binary EdgeTech JSF file format on the hard disk of the Topside 
Processor. The JSF file format has been in use for 10+ years and has new public extensions to support the 
additional bathymetry data messages.  

This manual describes the DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC Acquisition Software entirely and how to operate it 
during a survey or post AUV missions. 

1.1 Key Features 
Along with the crisp images that EdgeTech’s DISCOVER software helps to obtain and display, its ease-of-
use both during and post-survey sets it apart from other survey programs. A few of these aspects are 
highlighted below: 

• High/Low Frequency Waterfall Displays 
• A-Scan Pane 
• Data recording and playback 
• Sonar commands and controls 

• Sonar diagnostics 
• Ping (return) number 
• Manual Marks 

 Side Scan Sonar 

The Side Scan Sonar module is the main screen you see during a survey or when viewing data. It contains 
the controls for manipulating the tow vehicle’s output, such as power level, range settings, and trigger 
settings, along with a waterfall display of sonar echoes themselves for both high and low frequency. 

 Bathymetry 

Along with the traditional Side Scan Sonar displays and controls, Discover Bathymetric also provides the 
controls and displays specific to Bathymetry functionality.  The controls allow adjustments to filter 
settings, data collection gates, quality factors, and binning parameters. The Bathymetry, Binned, and 
Seafloor displays allow for quality checks during acquisition and visualization of the filter and gating 
functionality.  

 Dual-Simultaneous Sonar Display 

The Swath Bathymetry and Side Scan Sonar Head is available in a variety of frequency options, and 
because of this, DISCOVER Bathymetric displays and records both high and low frequencies 
simultaneously. This feature makes target identification easier during a survey. 
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1.2 DISCOVER File Types  
This section describes the two different output files DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC can produce. These file 
types include a diagnostic (unprocessed stave) and a sonar (binned) file.  

NOTE: All file types include all of the supporting information necessary to 
correct the Bathymetry (Time, Position, Heading, Attitude, Sound 
Velocity, and if available, GPS status and Geoid Height). 

 Diagnostic Data File 
A diagnostic data file contains all of the unprocessed stave, or individual receiver data that is used to 
compute the solutions of the seafloor. This file type does not contain bathymetry and is designated by the 
keyword “_Stave.” This keyword is appended to the end of every diagnostic file. An example file name 
used to designate a stave file is 20130829150420_Stave.jsf. 

NOTE: For legacy systems, a diagnostic file may be designate by the word 
“Stave” without the underscore.  

 

NOTE: In AUV cases, in which Discover Bathymetry or Discover AUV can’t 
be run for real time data collection all files produced are stave files.  These 
must be processed with DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC to generate “Binned” 
files before third party software processing can begin. This occurs for any 
AUV System that is not using Discover AUV. Discover AUV is a simplified 
version of Discover Bathymetric, made specifically for AUV systems. 
These stave files can be identified if the filename doesn’t contain the 
word “Stave” or “Binned”.  

 Sonar Data File 

A sonar data file contains bathymetry (range and angle data) in which the multiphase echo sounder 
(MPES) data has been binned based on a user defined number of beams (or bins) and total swath. This 
format closely resembles the output format of a traditional dual headed multibeam.  

A sonar data file can be identified by the keyword “_Binned” and is the standard output format of 
DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC. This keyword is appended to the end of every sonar data file. An example file 
name used to designate a sonar data file is 20130829150420_Binned.jsf. 
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 Record during Playback 

DISCOVER’s playback and record options work independently, allowing useful options, such as: 

• During playback – Record module may be started and stopped at any time 
• During recording – Playback may be started, paused, and stopped at any time 
• Playback – Data file source can be changed 

The features above allow the user to concatenate several input files into one output file, and to "snip" a 
section out of an input file to make shorter output file. These features are also particularly useful in 
allowing the user to playback STAVE data and generate Binned data with different filter / gate / binning 
settings. 

 Third-Party Interfacing 

Currently, there are several third-party software packages that have been approved by EdgeTech to use 
with Bathymetry systems, and work continues to expand this approved software group. A brief description 
is listed below. For the latest list of third-party topsides, contact EDGETECH CUSTOMER SERVICE. 

1.2.4.1 HYPACK 

The processed bathymetry and side scan data is sent in real-time to the HYPACK®/HYSWEEP® survey 
applications. These applications display and record the bathymetric data in HYPACK’s HSX format. These 
HSX files can then be used off line in the MBMax, Side Scan Mosaic, and other proprietary packages that 
support these formats to edit, clean, and mosaic the collected data. 

For more information on Hypack, visit http://www.hypack.com/new/. 

1.2.4.2 SonarWiz 

SonarWiz from Chesapeake Technologies Inc. is an all-in-one suite of programs for real-time acquisition 
of sonar data. The latest version of SonarWiz, called SonarWiz 5, now offers a bathymetry module to 
acquire and post process the real time 6205 Swath Bathymetry and Dual Frequency Side Scan data. The 
latest release also has the ability to ingest the native EdgeTech JSF files post survey in order to post process 
the sonar data files recorded by DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC.  

For more information on SonarWiz, visit http://www.chesapeaketech.com/products/sonarWiz-5.php. 

1.2.4.3 QINSy 

QINSy is a hydrographic data acquisition, navigation, and processing software package. The suite of 
applications can be used for various types of surveys, ranging from simple single beam surveys up to 
complex offshore construction works.  

For more information on QINSy, visit their website at: http://www.qps.nl/display/qinsy/main. 

http://www.hypack.com/new/
http://www.chesapeaketech.com/products/sonarWiz-5.php
http://www.qps.nl/display/qinsy/main
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DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC 0014878_REV_F 

1.2.4.4 CARIS 

CARIS HIPS and SIPS is a comprehensive bathymetric, seafloor imagery, and water column data-processing 
software. The HIPS and SIPS software enables the user to simultaneously process multibeam, backscatter, 
side scan sonar, LiDAR, and single beam data. With its latest importer, released in July 2014, it now 
supports EdgeTech’s bathymetry and side scan data formats. 

For more information on CARIS, visit their website at: http://www.caris.com/. 

1.2.4.5 EIVA NaviSuite 

EIVA’s NaviSuite constitutes a complete, advanced, multipurpose suite of software products for virtually 
any subsea sonar and sensor survey or engineering operation. From online data acquisition to offline post-
processing, NaviSuite covers the entire data workflow in a continuous, non-sequential process.  

For more information on EIVA and its products, visit their website at: 
http://www.eiva.com/products/software.   

1.3 Modules 
DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC has 2 external modules: Target Logger and Coverage Mapper. 

 Target Logger 

The purpose of the Target Logger is to review and call out items of interest in the data. The enhanced 
Target Logger will install on machines with 4 GB RAM (or greater) and 64-bits OS, whereas the older Target 
Logger will install on machine with less than 4 GB RAM or 32-bit OS. 

For more information on the enhanced Target Logger, see the provided addendum in the Manuals Folder: 
Target Logger Software Module Addendum [0018974]. 

For DISCOVER Target Logger features, see DISCOVER APPS.  

 Coverage Mapper 

The Coverage Mapper module provides a visualization of the area covered in a survey. This allows user to 
ensure that they have covered the entirety of a particular location. The enhanced Coverage Mapper will 
install on machines with 4GB RAM (or greater) and 64-bits OS, whereas the older Coverage Mapper will 
install on machines with less than 4 GB RAM or 32-bits OS.  

For more information on the enhanced Coverage Mapper, see the provided addendum in the Manual 
Folder: Coverage Mapper Software Module Addendum [0018975]. 

For DISCOVER Coverage Mapper features, see DISCOVER APPS. 

http://www.caris.com/
http://www.eiva.com/products/software
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1.4 System Display Size 
EdgeTech topsides are shipped with the Windows display size setting of "Smaller - 100%", which is the 
default. Changing this setting may result in problems viewing TVG/Normalize Data values, as the numbers 
become too large to fit into their respective fields. Further, artifacts may appear in the waterfall display if 
Bottom Tracking is selected and the display size is set incorrectly. FIGURE 1-1 shows an example of these 
unwanted phenomena. 

 
Figure 1-1: Waterfall Display with System Display Size Set Incorrectly 

If a system has been accidentally set to a zoom other than the default, navigate to Start > Control Panel > 
Display, and change the display size back to the "Smaller – 100% (default)" option, as shown in FIGURE 1-2. 

 
Figure 1-2: System Display Size Setting 
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 DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC INTERFACE 
DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC contains (4) WATERFALL DISPLAYS for viewing data in real-time or during playback. 
An image of DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC without data is shown inFIGURE 2-1. As shown in FIGURE 2-2, the 
Main Display Window is split into four waterfall sections. The top two quadrants display the high 
frequency data, while the low frequency data is shown in the bottom two quadrants. Similarly, the right 
quadrants correspond to data coming in from the starboard transducers, while the quadrants on the left 
display data from the port side transducers. When only one subsystem is active (i.e., high or low 
frequency), the two quadrants for that system expand to take up the whole area, maximixing the available 
screen area. Each window can be resized with mouse left-click and drag. During Playback, the Motion 
Tolerant window is considered a waterfall display window. 

Each of the four data panes, (Starboard/Port and High/Low Frequency) have their own scale and A-SCAN 

PANE, which presents a crosssectional repesentation of the returning echoes. All the features labeled in 
FIGURE 2-1 are discussed below in greater detail below. 

This section will go through DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC and the Software Features.  

DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC has five main windows, which are described below: 

1. DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC Main Sonar Control Window – displays the Side Scan Data on a 
customizable color waterfall and contains all the controls for Discover Bathymetry along with the 
three Displays Below. This is shown in FIGURE 2-2. 

2. MOTION TOLERANT SIDE SCAN can be viewed and logged in weather conditions that produced yaw 
artifacts in the SSS mosaic and is shown in FIGURE 3-55. This window does not launch automatically, 
but can be turned on by clicking the MOTION TOLERANT SIDE SCAN option in the VIEW MENU.  

3. BATHYMETRY DISPLAY displays raw interferometric data and filtering parameters, shown in FIGURE 2-3. 

4. BINNED DISPLAY displays Bathymetric Data in a pseudo multibeam format as specified in the binning 
parameters, shown in FIGURE 2-4. 

5. SEAFLOOR DISPLAY displays binned data output in a three-dimensional perspective and provides a 
color scale by depth, shown in FIGURE 2-5. 

NOTE: These windows are located under the BATHYMETRY Dropdown in 
the MAIN MENU.  
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Figure 2-1: DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC, Motion Tolerant Sidescan, and Bathymetric Processor on Launch 

HF PORT Display Window HF STBD Display Window 

LF PORT Display Window 
LF STBD Display Window 

Top Menu Bar 

Shortcut Toolbar 

Control Tabs 

 

Lower 
Control 
Panel 

Main Status Line Display 

Radio Indicator Tabs 
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Figure 2-2: DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC Main Sonar Control Window with Data 
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Figure 2-3: Bathymetry Display 
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Figure 2-4: Bathymetric Binned Data Display
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Figure 2-5: Seafloor Display 
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Figure 2-6:  Motion Tolerance Side Scan Window
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The DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC Interface consists of the following with more information provided below:  

BATHYMETRIC PROCESSOR 
Displays the number of processed pings, the last altitude found, the sound velocity, and the number of 
angle sets used in the seafloor calculations 

MOTION TOLERANT  
Added feature for operation in adverse weather conditions 

WATERFALL DISPLAY 
 Displays the Sonar records during real-time data acquisition or playback  

SHORTCUT TOOLBAR 
 | LF Sonar On | LF Normalize Data | LF Current Gain Value | LF Auto Set TVG | LF Current TVG Value | LF Speed Correction | 

 | Playback | Pause Playback | Stop Playback | Fast Forward | Mark | HF Sonar On | HF Normalize Data |  

 | HF Current Gain Value | HF Auto Set TVG | HF Current TVG Value | HF Speed Correction | Reset Displays | 

A-SCAN PANE 
   Displays the Low/High Frequency Signal Amplitude  

MAIN MENU 
 Provides control options 

NOTE: Main Menu is a standalone section due to length and level of detail.  

FILE MENU 

VIEW MENU 
| RESET | TOOLBAR | CONTROL DIALOGS | ALTITUDE DISPLAY | DEPTH DISPLAY | PITCH/ROLL DISPLAY | 

| WATER DEPTH DISPLAY  |  

CONFIGURATION MENU  
| DISPLAY | RECORD | IMAGE CAPTURE | NAVIGATION OUTPUTS | DISCOVER APPS | SONAR |  

| SYSTEM TIME SET | NETWORK | TRIGGER | ALERTS | AUXILIARY SENSORS |  

CONTROL MENU 
  |ADVANCED SONAR CONTROLS | CONNECTION INFORMATION | DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION | 

BATHYMETRY MENU 
| BATHYMETRY DISPLAY | BINNED DATA DISPLAY | SEAFLOOR DISPLAY | BASIC CONTROL |  

| ADVANCED CONTROLS | MOTIONTOLERANT CONTROL | ENGINEERING CONTROLS | 

HELP MENU  
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LOWER CONTROL PANEL   

MAIN STATUS LINE DISPLAY 

       RADIO INDICATOR TABS 

NOTE: Lower Control Panel is a standalone section due to length and level 
of detail.  

CONTROL TABS 

| SIDESCAN CONTROL | VIDEO GAINS | DISPLAY | MOTION TOLERANT | DISK | BOTTOM TRACK | GRIDS |  

| IMAGE CAPTURE | STATUS  | 
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2.1 Bathymetric Processor 
The Bathymetric Processor is a built-in module that is responsible for computing the seafloor solutions. It 
displays the number of processed pings, the last altitude found, the sound velocity, and the number of angle 
sets used in the seafloor calculations. 

 
Figure 2-7: Bathymetric Processor Module 

NOTE: The Bathymetric Processor will restart if you press the “x” in the top 
right corner. In doing so, the Bathymetric Processor will delete all current 
settings and revert to its factory default configuration. Please refrain from 
pressing the “x” on the Bathymetric Processor window. 

 File 

 
Figure 2-8: The Bathymetric Processor File Menu 

2.1.1.1 Exit  

Closes the Bathymetric Processor.  
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 View 

Contains a variety of dialog boxes used for monitor data flow, processing parameters, and auxiliary data. 

 
Figure 2-9: The Bathymetric Processor View Menu  

2.1.2.1 Reset Dialog 

Closes all currently opened dialog boxes that are launched from the Bathymetric Processor’s dropdown 
menus. 

2.1.2.2 Connection Status  

Contains information on Sonar Control, Sonar Data In, and Sonar Data Out messages for Discover Bathymetry. 
Not useful for standard operations.  

2.1.2.3 Auxiliary Sensors 

Contains information on the type and rate of auxiliary messages being received and processed by the sonar 
system.   

2.1.2.4 Engineering Displays  

Contains dialog boxes which conveniently package relevant processing parameters for fast and easy review.  

 
Figure 2-10: The Bathymetric Processor View, Engineering Sub-Menu 
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2.1.2.5 Processing Parameters 

Contains information processing parameters related to both software settings (filters and gates).  Also, 
contains information specific to the calibration of each Bathymetry transducer equipped on the sonar head.  

2.1.2.6 Processing Details  

Contains information specific to the processing of data completed by the Bathymetric Processor software 
package.  Tracks the amount of fully or partially processed pings along with information about detected 
altitudes and last altitude.  

 Control  

 
Figure 2-11: The Bathymetric Processor Control Menu 

2.1.3.1 Processing  

Allows user to force a constant sound velocity, should only be utilized if the sound velocity probe 
malfunctions and the survey must be completed.  

For Information, refer to SOUND SPEED OVERRIDE. 

2.2 Waterfall Display 
The main display window area is split into four sections. The top two quadrants display the High Frequency 
Data, while the bottom two quadrants display Low Frequency Data. Similarly, the right quadrants correspond 
to data coming in from the starboard transducers, while the quadrants on the left display data from the port 
side transducers. When only one subsystem is active (i.e., high or low frequency), the two quadrants for that 
subsystem expand to take up the whole area, maximixing the available screen area. 

The High and Low Frequency quarants of the Waterfall Display all contain the same tools, and functionality 
for examining data. These tools are described below.  
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Figure 2-12: Waterfall Display  

Data Window – Displays intensity of sonar return data 

Scale – Reference for scale of data collected; can be set to Meters, Feet, Milliseconds and Yards. Scale is for 
display only and not recorded in .jsf. 

Zoom In – Press and hold the left mouse button and drag to select a zoom in region of the data 

Zoom Out – Double Left-Click mouse and release to zoom out and display all data 

Scroll Bar – Scroll up or down to pan around inside the data set inside the waterfall 

Mark – Dashed line on waterfall indicates an event mark or annotation is present at that position 

Bottom Tracker – Displays the bottom with a red line; displayed 1 unit above current bottom position 

NOTE: To Enable Bottom Tracker, see the BOTTOM TRACK. 

Grid Lines [Purple] –  A grid can be enabled to visualize data within a customizable, controlled structure 
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2.3 Shortcut Toolbar  
The Shortcut Toolbar is located on the top of the display window, but below the Main Menu. The Shortcut 
Toolbar buttons provide easy access for some of the most common features in the Main Menu and Control 
Menu. The Shortcut Toolbar is shown in its entirety in FIGURE 2-12. FIGURE 2-13 shows cropped closeups of 
the High and Low Frequency Controls, and FIGURE 2-14 shows the Playback Controls. An explanation for each 
is provided below:  

 
Figure 2-13: DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC Toolbar Menu 

 

 

 
Figure 2-14: The High and Low Frequency Portions of the Shortcut Toolbar  

 
Figure 2-15: The Playback Controls of the Shortcut Toolbar  

LF / HF Sonar On – Toggles the system’s low / high frequency channel On/Off. This feature can also be found 
in the SONAR CONTROLS.  

LF / HF Normalize Data – Normalizes the low / high frequency side scan data with respect to the highest 
intensity. This feature can also be found in the VIDEO GAINS TAB in the SONAR CONTROLS. 

LF / HF Current Gain Value – Shows the current gain value applied to the low / high frequency channel with 
respect to the highest intensity. The plus and minus symbols next to the LF/HF Current Gain Value adjusts 
the current low frequency channel’s gain by increments of 1 dB per click. This feature can also be found in 
the VIDEO GAINS TAB in the SONAR CONTROLS. 

NOTE: The gains are strictly used for viewing purposes and do not affect the 
processing of the Bathymetry or Side Scan Data. 

LF / HF Auto Set TVG – Automatically sets the low / high frequency channel’s Time Varying Gain (TVG). This 
control compensates for spherical spreading and attenuation losses. This feature can also be found in the 
Norm TVG in VIDEO GAINS TAB in the SONAR CONTROLS. 

LF Sonar 
ON/OFF 

Normalize Gain 

Mark 

Pause Stop 

Speed Correction 

Reset Display 

 - / + TVG 
 - / + Gain Auto Set TVG 

HF Sonar 
ON/OFF 

Fast Forward 

Play 
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LF / HF Current TVG Value – Shows the current TVG value applied to the low / high frequency side scan data. 
The plus and minus symbols next to the LF/HF Auto Set TVG adjusts the current TVG applied to the low 
frequency side scan data by increments of 1 dB click. This feature can also be found in the VIDEO GAINS TAB in 
the SONAR CONTROLS. 

LF / HF Toggle Speed Correction – Toggles speed correction on/off for the low / high frequency side scan 
data. This function adjusts the display settings to make the low / high frequency image look more 
proportioned and is also located in the DISPLAY CONFIGURATION dialog box under CONFIGURATION. 

Playback – Replays a previously collected bathymetric / side scan file or slows down the playback speed of 
the current file being played back. This feature can also be found in the DISK TAB in the SONAR CONTROLS.  

Pause Playback – Pauses a previously collected side scan file. This feature can also be found in the DISK TAB 
in the SONAR CONTROLS. 

Stop Playback – Stops a previously collected side scan file. This feature can also be found in the DISK TAB in 
the SONAR CONTROLS. 

Fast Forward – Fast forwards a previously collected side scan file. This feature can also be found in the DISK 

TAB in the SONAR CONTROLS.  

Mark – Places a mark in the recorded data where something might be of interest (this mark can be seen 
during playback also). This feature is only in the SHORTCUT TOOLBAR. 

Reset Displays – Resets the screen to the default display. This feature is only in the SHORTCUT TOOLBAR. 
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2.4 A-Scan Pane 
The returning echo, shown in the A-Scan Pane, is dependent on many factors, such as the environment, pings, 
and range. The receive signal amplitude, including display gains, will be plotted in the A-Scan Pane. Using the 
High and Low Frequency Hot Keys in the Shortcut Toolbar, optimize the input Gain and TVG to data received 
from Sonar Head for ideal viewing and detail.  

FIGURE 2-16 shows Discover without Normalized Gain and TVG. Notice the light areas and the difficult to view 
image in both the High and Low Frequency waterfalls.  

 
Figure 2-16: The DISCOVER BATHYMETRY (4) Waterfalls  
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 DISCOVERY BATHYMETRIC INTERFACE: MAIN MENU 
The DISCOVER Main Menu consists of the FILE, VIEW, CONFIGURATION, CONTROL, BATHYMETRY, and HELP sub-
menus. A description for each is provided in this section. 

 
Figure 3-1: The DISCOVERY BATHYMETRY Main Menu Options 

The Discover Main Menu Drop-Downs are described below: 

| FILE | VIEW | CONFIGURATION | CONTROL | BATHYMETRY |  HELP | 

NOTE: To see section sub-menus, navigate to section first. 

3.1 File Menu 
The File menu allows the user to load or save the default and current settings and configurations. 

 
Figure 3-2: File Menu 

 Load Configuration 
Loads configuration previously saved. 

 Save Configuration  

Saves existing configuration. 

NOTE: The arrangement of DISCOVER will be saved, but not all the default 
value parameters will be saved. 
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 Exit / Don’t Save Settings 

Exits without saving settings 

 Exit / Save Settings 

Exits and saves current settings in DiscoverLast4600DSSH.Jni and DiscoverLast4600DSSL.Jni.  

3.2 View Menu 
The View menu provides a way to reset all the active windows, view the tool bar and control dialogs, and 
easily access several data displays, such as altitude, depth, pitch and roll, and water depth. 

| RESET | TOOLBAR | CONTROL DIALOGS | ALTITUDE DISPLAY | DEPTH DISPLAY | PITCH/ROLL DISPLAY | WATER DEPTH DISPLAY  | 

 
Figure 3-3: View Menu 

 Reset 

If you change or customize the size of any window in DISCOVER, he High and Low Frequency, clicking this 
will restore these windows to default. Clicking this will not open a dialog box. 

 Controls 

( Controls) shows the Controls are visible, and this is enabled by default. Displays or hides the Controls. 

 Motion Tolerant Sidescan 
(Motion Tolerant Sidescan) is enabled by default. Displays or hides the Motion Tolerant Sidescan Window.  
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 Altitude Display 

 
Figure 3-4: Altitude Display Dialog Box 

Indicates Sonar Head altitude above bottom as determined by bottom tracker. The user can enable an 
(audible and display) alert if altitude falls below specified value, see ALERTS CONFIGURATION. With this alert 
enabled and the Sonar Head moves too close to the bottom, this status will blink red (alert state). 

 Depth Display 

 
Figure 3-5: Depth Display Dialog Box 

Displays the Sonar Head depth.  

 Pitch/Roll Display 

 
Figure 3-6: Pitch/Roll Display Dialog Box 

Displays the pitch and roll reading on the main status line if checked. 
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 Water Depth Display 

 
Figure 3-7: Water Depth Display Dialog Box 

Displays the sum of the depth of Sonar Head altitude above bottom as determined by bottom tracker, to 
provide an approximate overall water depth. 

3.3 Configuration Menu 
The Configuration menu provides a way to adjust several settings such as the display, recording parameters, 
external features, sonar serial port, Heave sensor, One PPS setting, system time, network, frequency 
selection (for field exchangeable configurations only), trigger, alerts, and auxiliary sensors configurations. 
Each one of these configurations is described here for completeness. 

| DISPLAY | RECORD | IMAGE CAPTURE | NAVIGATION OUTPUTS | DISCOVER APPS | SONAR | PORTS | HEAVE SENSORS | 

| ONE PPS | SYSTEM TIME SET | NETWORK SETTINGS | TRIGGER | ALERTS | AUXILIARY SENSORS | 

 
Figure 3-8: Configuration Menu 
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 Display Configuration 

The Display Configuration window allows the user to set up certain display parameters for both high, low 
frequency channels, and motion tolerant such as Slant Range Correction, Speed Correction, Auto Normalize, 
Auto TVG, and Subsample Method.  

NOTE: The Speed Correction has an icon  in the SHORTCUT TOOLBAR. 

 
Figure 3-9: Display Configuration 

Also, the Display Configuration allows input several manual parameters such as sound speed, altitude, and 
speed. It is not recommended to set a manual altitude, as this will conflict with the estimates from the 
Bathymetric Processor. It is imperative, however, to ensure the system is receiving sound velocity, so if the 
sonar’s sound velocity sensor should fail, the user would use this window to input a manual sound velocity 
into the system.  

 Record Configuration 

The Record Configuration window provides the user with a way to specify a maximum file size in megabytes 
(MB) and a free space warning in MB. It also allows the user to select whether or not they would like to 
record diagnostic (unprocessed stave) data and have DISCOVER name the batch files the same as the raw 
data files. The File Name Matching however, is recommended to be set to on (checked). 
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Figure 3-10: Record Configuration 

NOTE: By default, diagnostic (unprocessed stave) data logging is set to off 
(unchecked). Typically, this is only recorded for troubleshooting or training 
purposes. 

 Image Capture 

The Image Capture window allows the user to acquire a still screen shot of the current display. The Image 
Capture menu provides two choices, one for Side Scan High (SSH), and one for Side Scan Low (SSL).  

 
Figure 3-11: Image Capture Sub-Menu 

Once a channel is selected, the image capture configuration dialog appears. This window configures the 
Jpeg quality, formatting, depth scales, and annotations for the image. The dialog for both SSH and SSL are 
shown in FIGURE 3-12 and FIGURE 3-13. 

 
Figure 3-12: Image Capture Configuration for SSH 
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Figure 3-13: Image Capture for Configuration for SSL 

 Navigation Outputs 

 
Figure 3-14: NMEA Navigation Output Configuration Window 

By checking these boxes, the user can choose the NMEA navigation message type DISCOVER will output. This 
does not configure the Output Port.  

DEPTH– DPT [Check Box]: Standard Water Depth 

DEPTH –  DCU [Check Box]:  Custom Water Depth output format 

HEADING – HDG [Check Box]: Standard Heading – Deviation & Variation 

ALTITUDE – DBT [Check Box]: Standard Depth Below Transducer 

ALTITUDE – 2p3 [Check Box]: Custom Depth Below Transducer output format 

CONFIGURE NAVIGATION OUTPUT PORT: 

PORT [Drop Down Selection]: The computer port the GPS is plugged into.  

BAUD RATE [Drop Down Selection]: Default is set to 9600. Supported baud rates: 1200 –115200. 
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Figure 3-15: The Baud Rate Selection Drop Down 

 Discover Apps 

The Discover Apps dialog presents a way to enable the Target Logger and Coverage Mapper. Typically, these 
features are not used with the EdgeTech 6205 Swath Bathymetry and Side Scan Sonar. 

 
Figure 3-16: External Features 

 Sonar  

 
Figure 3-17: Sonar Sub-Menu 

3.3.6.1 Ports 

The Sonar dialog, shown in FIGURE 3-18, provides a way to configure the RS-232 serial ports in the 6205 Sonar 
Head. Any one of the three available RS-232 serial ports can be configured, whereas the fourth is a direct 
connection from the SV to the Sonar Head and is displayed in this screen for viewing purposes only. To 
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configure Ports from this menu, it must first be enabled, then the baud rate and parser should be specified. 
After this is done, the hardware should recognize the incoming data strings. 

NOTE: If the Heave sensor or One PPS option gives an error message, please 
contact EDGETECH CUSTOMER SERVICE to update your version of sonar software 
in the sonar to 78.3 or newer. 

These serial ports are provided to intake the attitude (roll, pitch, and heave), heading and navigation data 
from the supporting sensors. Attitude and heading data must be connected to Ports 1 and 2, since they are 
configured for high speed and high accuracy (10Mbps). Port 3 is configured for standard RS-232 serial 
connections and can be used to intake the positioning data if three serial ports are required. Most common 
setups use only Ports 1 and 2 to ingest all the necessary information while the third is provided as a spare. 

For more information about the sonar serial ports and how to configure them depending on your setup, 
please refer to Section 3.2.2 in the EdgeTech 6205 Hardware Manual. 

 
Figure 3-18: Sonar Port Settings 

NOTE: This dialog box is only available in Discover Bathymetric versions 
34.0.1.110 or higher. To configure the Sonar Port Settings for older versions 
of Discover Bathymetric, please refer to A.0 CONFIGURING COM PORTS. 
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3.3.6.2 Sonar Heave Sensor 

The Sonar Heave Sensor dialog is shown in FIGURE 3-19 provide way to invert heave convention  

 
Figure 3-19: Sonar Heave Setting 

3.3.6.3 One PPS Input 

The Sonar One PPS setting box is shown in FIGURE 3-20, provides a way to disable one PPS, one PPS at rising 
edge, or one PPS at falling edge. 

 
Figure 3-20: Sonar One PPS Input 

 System Time Set 

The System Time Set window enables/disables DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC to set the topside’s computer time. 
For bathymetric operations this box is ALWAYS checked. If this parameter is disabled there is a potential for 
mismatching time stamps within the data. 

 
Figure 3-21: System Time Set Configuration Window 

 Network Settings 

The Network Settings window provides a way to configure their Sonar IP Address and Port Number. DO NOT 
change this parameter unless a corresponding change has been made to the subsea sonar hardware. This 
should only be done in truly exceptional circumstances, by expert users, or system administrators. 
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Figure 3-22: Network Configuration 

 Frequency Selection 

The Frequency Selection option, shown in FIGURE 3-23, is only available on field exchangeable systems 
(EdgeTech 6205 230 kHz/520 kHz models only). It provides a way for the user to switch the bathymetry from 
the low frequency channel to the high frequency channel and vice versa. From this dialog box the user has 
the capability to choose the receiving frequency of the bathymetric data as long as the hardware matches 
the configuration.  

 
Figure 3-23: Bathymetry Array Selection Dialog Box; Currently Bathymetry on the High Channel is Selected 

as the Current Configuration (520 kHz). 

To produce bathymetry on the 230-kHz channel (low frequency) the arrays with a blue insert must be used. 
For bathymetry on the 520-kHz channel (high frequency) the arrays with a red insert must be used, as shown 
in FIGURE 3-24 and FIGURE 3-25. 
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Figure 3-24: Array Designed to Accept Bathymetry on the 230 kHz Channel (Blue Dot) 

 
Figure 3-25: Array Designed to Accept Bathymetry on the 520 kHz Channel (Red Dot) 
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Once the selection from the drop-down list is made the software prompts confirmation on the chosen 
configuration and provides a reminder that the hardware must match the configuration chosen. This 
secondary dialog box is shown in FIGURE 3-26. 

 
Figure 3-26: Confirming the Configuration Change 

Once the Switch Sonar Arrays prompt is confirmed the sonar will restart with the new configuration. Please 
allow 15-30 seconds for the Sonar to reboot. Once Discover reconnects to the Sonar and recognizes the 
different configuration it requires a reboot as well. The user is recommended to Switch System Types to 
restart with the new software (DISCOVER) configuration. Please allow for 5-10 seconds for the Discover 
software to exit before rebooting the application. 

 
Figure 3-27: System Configuration Error in Discover 

 
Figure 3-28: Please Restart Discover Screen 
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NOTE: This dialog box is only available in Discover Bathymetric versions 
34.0.1.110 or higher. 

CAUTION! 

Focus on the Frequency selection when changing arrays and/or configuring 
the software. If a frequency is selected in DISCOVER that does not match the 
Hardware frequency, incompatibility in the Bathymetric Results Display will 
occur, and is shown in FIGURE 3-29.  

 
Figure 3-29: Bathymetric Results Display 

  Trigger Settings 
The Trigger Configuration window provides a way to set the master trigger to either the low or high frequency 
side scan channel. By default, this trigger is set to the bathymetry frequency. 

 
Figure 3-30: Trigger Configuration Window 

NOTE: Setting this parameter to anything other than the bathymetry sub 
system will result in decreased data density along track. This should only be 
changed under exceptional circumstances by expert users or system 
administrators. 
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  Alert Configuration 

The Alert Configuration settings, when checked, will sound out alarms for Altitude, Depth, Roll, and Pitch. If 
it is desired to use these alerts, please ensure your topside computer can provide sound and has the volume 
set to a reasonable value. 

 
Figure 3-31: Alert Configuration 

Users can use the alert configuration window to set alarms that will alert the operator for user-specified 
Minimum Altitude, Maximum Roll, Maximum Depth, and Maximum Pinch. Customize alerts types, activate 
and deactivate alerts. 

(4) ACTIVE [Check box]: Enables alert. 

(4) AUDIBLE ALARM [Check box]: Enables sound alarm.  

MINIMUM ALTITUDE (M) [Numeric Display, Entry]: The minimum altitude in meters before the alarm.  

MAXIMUM DEPTH (M) [Numeric Display, Entry]: The maximum depth before the alarm. 

MAXIMUM ROLL (degrees) [Numeric Display, Entry]: The maximum roll before the alarm.  

MAXIMUM PITCH (degrees) [Numeric Display, Entry]: The maximum pitch before the alarm. 

  Auxiliary Sensors 
The Auxiliary Sensors menu configures the serial port messages. Please ensure there are no redundant 
messages applied to the system. This will cause the system to bounce back and forth between the redundant 
messages and may cause time stamping issues within the data. 
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Figure 3-32: Auxiliary Sensor Messages 

3.4  Control Menu 
The Control Menu provides a way to adjust the advanced sonar controls, show the connection and diagnostic 
information, and access the sonar diagnostics. The control menu is shown in FIGURE 3-33. 

 
Figure 3-33: Control Menu 

|ADVANCED SONAR CONTROLS | CONNECTION INFORMATION | DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION | 
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 Advanced Sonar Controls 

The Advances Sonar Controls dialog box turns the sonar’s transmitters on/off and view or override the pulses 
for both high and low frequency channels.  

 
Figure 3-34: Advanced Sonar Controls 

NOTE: DO NOT change these parameters unless a corresponding change has 
been made to the sonar subsystem. This should only be done in truly 
exceptional circumstances, by expert users, or system administrators. 

 Connection Information 
Under Connection Information, the user will find the Sonar Control, Sonar Data, Hypack Navigation Output, 
and Hypack RTK Output connections status window, shown in FIGURE 3-36. This window displays the 
connection status between DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC and the installed External Topside Interface. To turn 
off this window, simply click Done. 

 
Figure 3-35: Connection Info 
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 Diagnostic Information 

The Diagnostic Window provides valuable information about the sonar system. In the example presented in 
FIGURE 3-36, the Sonar Head is on and connected to DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC while Ports 1 and 2 have been 
disconnected and Port 4 is connected and receiving data (active). 

 
Figure 3-36: Diagnostic Window 

3.5  Bathymetry Menu 
The Bathymetry Menu allows the user to access the bathymetry display and control windows. Please see the 
next few sections on how to use these. 

 
Figure 3-37: Bathymetry Menu 

| BATHYMETRY DISPLAY | BINNED DATA DISPLAY | SEAFLOOR DISPLAY | BASIC CONTROL | ADVANCED CONTROLS | 

| MOTIONTOLERANT CONTROL | ENGINEERING CONTROLS | 

 

 

Sonar Head is ON and 
CONNECTED 

SVP is ON and CONNECTED 

GPS/IMU is DISCONNECTED 

IMU/GPS is DISCONNECTED 
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 Bathymetry Display 

The Bathymetry Display, shown FIGURE 3-38, displays the individual raw soundings, filtering gates, processed 
pings, detected altitudes, and angle sets. This display also uses colors to help visualize the effects of the 
processing parameters applied to the data. These colors are described here for completeness. 

The BASIC or ADVANCED BATHYMETRIC CONTROLS specify the processing parameters. These control dialog boxes 
are described in the following sections and only one of these can be displayed at a time. For most cases, the 
BASIC CONTROLS will suffice, as these filters have been optimized for most survey operations. 
 

NOTE: ADVANCED BATHYMETRIC CONTROLS include all of the BASIC CONTROLS 
with the added filter section at the bottom.  

 

NOTE: This window is typically used for troubleshooting or customer support 
related issues and is not part of the standard survey operations. 

 

NOTE: Stave files have ALL recorded data and do not filter out any data.  
This allows Stave files to be replayed in Discover Bathymetric with different 
filter, gate, and binning parameters while new Binned files are generated.  

 

NOTE: Green shows the unfiltered points deemed as good (passed the 
filtering criteria). These points are passed on to the final data set. 

 

NOTE: White shows the filtered points deemed as bad (failed filtering 
criteria). In Binned Data files ONLY, these points are not used to produce the 
final data set.  

 

NOTE: Yellow shows the points that failed a specific filter of interest and can 
be displayed by activating it from the View menu. This can also be described 
as the highlighted filter, and only one can be shown at a time. The example 
presented in FIGURE 3-38 shows that the Echo Strength Filter is the current 
highlighted filter.  
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NOTE: Purple shows the points filtered out by the defined horizontal and 
angular gates for both port and starboard heads, and by the swath to depth 
ratio filter. This is done in Binned Data files ONLY. The gates and blanking 
range have also been color coded as purple dashed lines.  

 
Figure 3-38: Bathymetry Display and View Menu 

NOTE: The number of processed pings, detected altitudes, and angle sets 
are mostly used for troubleshooting purposes and must be considered 
during real time acquisition if there are no solutions in the Profile and 
Seafloor windows. If these numbers are NOT increasing, it is a clear 
indication that either Bathymetric Processing is turned off, filtering 
parameters are set too high, or there’s a problem bottom tracking.  

A description for each control menu has been provided in the sections that follow. These include Basic 
Controls, Advanced Controls, and Engineering Controls. 

 Binned Display  

Shows bathymetric data in a pseudo multibeam format as specified in the binning parameters. 

The Binned Display shows the across track profile after binning; this binning procedure either breaks up the 
swath into equidistant horizontal bins or equiangular sectors, depending on the mode chosen. For Distance 
Binning (edge of a channel shown in FIGURE 3-39), the across track profile has uniformly spaced points across 
the swath. Sometimes there may be missing points within a bin due to noise or shadows, as shown by the 
blue arrow in FIGURE 3-39; this is normal. 
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Figure 3-39: Binned Display, Surveying Next to a Channel’s Edge Using Distance Binning 

Angle binning produces higher density data at nadir and decrease as the swath increases. Angle binning is 
primarily used to map vertical objects like a dock wall, as shown in FIGURE 3-40. 

 
Figure 3-40: Binned Display, Surveying Next to a Dock Wall Using Angle Binning 

 Seafloor Display  
Shows binned data output in a three-dimensional perspective and provides a color scale by depth. 

NOTE: These windows are under the Bathymetry Dropdown in the Main 
Menu of Discover. These three bathymetry displays are described in detail 
below.  
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The Seafloor Display plots each decimated ping sequentially onto the screen to produce a three-dimensional 
view of the seafloor. The color bar is adjusted according to the Minimum and Maximum Depth settings under 
the Basic and Advanced Controls. FIGURE 3-41 and FIGURE 3-42 illustrate the results from a seafloor binned 
by distance and a seafloor binned by angle, respectively.  

 
Figure 3-41: Seafloor Display, Surveying Next to a Channel’s Edge Using Distance Binning 

 
Figure 3-42: Seafloor Display, Surveying Next to a Dock Wall Using Angle Binning 
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The Seafloor Display also offers three color palettes for easier viewing: Rainbow, Gray, and Spectrum. These 
can be accessed using the View menu at the top of the display. The Spectrum color scale is presented in 
FIGURE 3-41 and FIGURE 3-42, while Gray and Rainbow are shown in FIGURE 3-43 and FIGURE 3-44. The View 
menu also allows the user to clear or reset the display.  

 
Figure 3-43: Gray Scale 

 
Figure 3-44: Rainbow 
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 Basic Controls 

The Basic Bathymetric Controls are shown in FIGURE 3-45 and provide the user with the ability to turn 
Bathymetric Processing on/off, use a third party’s external limits, use a set of user defined limits and gates, 
and choose a binning option. Each one of these options has been defined in detail within this section. 

 
Figure 3-45: Basic Bathymetric Controls 

The Bathymetric Processing check box is used to turn on or off the Bathymetric Processor Module 
responsible for computing the seafloor soundings. This setting should always be checked during acquisition 
or batch processing. 

The Use External Limits check box tells the DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC to use or not use a set of limits defined 
by a third-party acquisition interface such as Hypack, QINSy, Chesapeake, etc. It is highly recommended that 
this box is checked if any third-party interfaces are used during acquisition. Please remember, these 
parameters are based on the operating range and depth of the sonar. 

3.5.4.1 Limits 

The Limits section sets the minimum and maximum processing depths, blanking range, and maximum swath. 
The minimum and maximum depth, along with the maximum swath, defines the Bathymetry Display window 
sizes, as shown in FIGURE 3-46. 

The blanking range is used to filter out excess noise around the Sonar Head. It is defined in meters and is 
illustrated in FIGURE 3-47 using a purple circle. Here, the range has been specified as 5m. Typically this 
parameter is not adjusted unless the user is surveying within constant deep water (greater than 50 m). If this 
is the case, the user may adjust this value to a much larger slant range (i.e. 10 – 25 m). 
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Figure 3-46: Specifying Window Size 

 
Figure 3-47: Specifying Blanking Range  

Min Depth 

 

 

 

 

Max Depth 

Max Swath 

Blanking 
Range = 5m 
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The blanking range should be adjusted if the user is operating with a side mount since there can be 
potential issues with keel interference. The blanking range should be set to a value slightly greater than 
the distance from the sonar to the keel. In the example below, the blanking range would be adjusted to 
5m to ensure the hull echoes do not interfere with the automatic power control.  

 
Figure 3-48: Setting the Blanking Range Due to Keel Interference 

All of these limits can be set manually by typing into the field box or adjusting the slider bars next to their 
corresponding field. 

3.5.4.2 Gating 

The Gating section provides a way to filter out excess noise on the outer ends of the swath. These are 
active during real time acquisition and batch processing and have immediate effect. These gates can be 
controlled by specifying them numerically within the Basic and Advanced Bathymetric Controls or 
interactively setting these on the BATHYMETRY DISPLAY.  

The interactive controls consist of a click and drag motion, or double left click to set the horizontal gates 
in the desired location, or double right click to set the angle gates in the desired location. Again, these 
take immediate effect in the processing. 

The Gating section also sets a swath to depth ratio filter. This filter is shown in the BATHYMETRY DISPLAY by 
purple tick marks at the top of the range scale as shown in FIGURE 3-49. The points that are filtered out by 
the max swath to depth ratio filter are also designated in purple. 
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Figure 3-49: Swath to Depth Ratio Filter 
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3.5.4.3 Binning 

The basic controls also provide a way to adjust the bin settings. The possible options are Distance Binning 
and Angle Binning. The data displayed in the Binning and Seafloor Displays are what get logged to the file 
with its appropriate extension (i.e. filename_Binned.jsf).  

NOTE: The dual frequency side scan data is always logged to the 
bathymetry file if its sub system is on and pinging. 

The Distance Binning method is the default mode and breaks up the seafloor into equidistant boxes (or 
bins), so that the number of points is uniform across the entire swath. It is defined by specifying the bin 
size in meters. For this mode, the total number of bins is fixed to 800.  

 
Figure 3-50: Distance Binning Parameters 

The Angle Binning method breaks up the sonar’s field of view into equi-angular sectors (or beams/bins) 
and is primarily used to map vertical objects such as dock or sea walls, pilings, etc. As before, the binning 
option is defined by specifying the bin size, but this time in degrees. 

 
Figure 3-51: Angle Binning Parameters 

For this mode, the total field of view of the sonar is hard coded to 200°. The bin size is based upon water 
depth, hence the deeper the water, the larger the bin size. The system is able to produce bin sizes equal 
to that of a multibeam echo sounder (MBES) footprint of approximately 0.5 x 1 degree (i.e. in 10m of 
water this equates to approximately 17 cm). The default values are shown in FIGURE 3-50 and FIGURE 3-51. 

The 6205s System can measure vertical objects, if configured to do so. By default, the system is set to 
record and bin the data using a specified number of horizontal bins. To map vertical objects, change the 
binning mode to Angle Binning.  
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 Advanced Controls 

The Advanced Bathymetric Controls allows the user to access and tweak the built-in filters for the system. 
Please note this control window includes all of the basic controls, along with the added filter section at 
the bottom. Since there is repetition here, only the Filters section is described below. For all others, please 
refer to the Basic Controls section. 

 
Figure 3-52: Advanced Bathymetric Controls 

3.5.5.1 Filters 

The Filters section provides a way to tweak several system filters. These include the Echo Strength, Water 
Column, SNR, and Quality filters. A description of each filter has been provided below. 

CAUTION! 

EdgeTech does not recommend changes to the filters below, as the 
default values for these filters have been determined by EdgeTech to 
work in most survey situations. Changes to these filters should only be 
made after contact and with instruction from EDGETECH CUSTOMER SERVICE 
or by expert operators. 
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3.5.5.2 Echo Strength Filter 

The Echo Strength Filter is a fundamental attribute that is used primarily to exclude or trim weak echo 
points from the bathymetric data (i.e. water column and very weak backscatter amplitudes). The data 
points have an amplitude that can span 0 to 32,767. Typical sea floor echoes are above 300 to 1800, 
depending on the bottom type.  

The Echo Strength filter by default is set to automatic, whereby the system measures the intensity of the 
echoes returned from the sea floor +/- 30 degrees from Nadir and compares it to the intensity of the water 
column noise and weaker echoes surrounding the sea floor estimates. If they differ significantly, then it 
flags these points as bad. The automatic Echo Strength filter has a sensitivity slider to adjust how 
aggressive or how conservative the filter is. The default value of 1.4 works well under most conditions. 

In the case where the automatic setting fails (too many points at nadir and surrounding region are 
trimmed), then the user has the ability to turn off the automatic setting (uncheck the box) and set the 
parameter manually. The values manually inputted to the system are based on 1/10% of this span, 
meaning that an echo strength of 3200 is realistically 320/32767 x 100% = 9.80, and so the value inputted 
to the system is 10 as shown in FIGURE 3-53. 

 
Figure 3-53: Manual Echo Strength Filter Setting 

3.5.5.3 Water Column Filter 

The Water Column filter only has an on/off option and by default is active (checked box). This filter uses 
the bottom tracker to find the depth to the seafloor and then subtracts an offset that is pre-determined 
by depth to set the filtering range. This offset is larger in deeper water, than it is for shallow. This filter 
can potentially be an issue when surveying close to a steep bank, as it may filter out part of a rapidly rising 
seafloor as shown in FIGURE 3-54. If this is the case, EdgeTech suggests turning off the filter by unchecking 
the box or deviating away from the bank until this effect is reduced. 
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Figure 3-54: Water Column Filtering Range 

3.5.5.4 SNR Filter 

The SNR (or Signal to Noise Ratio) filter is a valuable statistic used to trim bad data points near the outer 
swath, where the angle noise is high due to multipath effects. SNR values greater than 20 dB are excellent 
in terms of angle estimation noise, and less than 5 dB is very poor. Useful thresholds are between 10 – 20 
dB, depending on the desire to have maximum swath (more noise) or lower noise and less swath. 
Typically, this filter is set between 12 and 15 dB.  

3.5.5.5 Quality Filter 

In practice, measured interstave phases may either agree quite well (+/- 5° to 10°) or not at all (up to +/- 
90°). The quality filter metric is a measure of how good the interstave measurements are and is defined 
as in the list below (i.e., setting the quality factor to 100% will exclude all data points as this is not possible 
in real scenarios). For most cases any data with a quality factor less than 50% should be discarded. By 
default, this setting is set to 75%. 

• 80% = has a +/- 20° tolerance 
• 70% = has a +/- 30° tolerance 
• 60% = has a +/- 40° tolerance 
• 50% = has a +/- 50° tolerance 
• 25% = has a +/- 90° tolerance 
• 0% = allows all data points to pass through 

 Motion Tolerant Control 

The corresponding Motion Tolerant Bathymetric Side Scan feature is added for operation in adverse 
weather conditions. The Motion Tolerant Bathymetric Side Scan feature is used to reduces yaw motion 
artifacts through propriety acoustic methods rather than attitude compensation from ancillary motion 
sensors.   

 
Water Column 
Filtering Range 
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Note: The resolution of the Motion Tolerant Side Scan may be lower than 
the Side Scan at the same frequency, but it can help with removing black 
banding in post processing mosaic creation. 

There are three options for motion tolerant data in a Binned JSF file that are shown in FIGURE 3-55.  

 
Figure 3-55: Motion Tolerant Data Dialog Window 

Note: EdgeTech recommends using the “Keep Both Side Scan and Motion 
Tolerant data” option.  

KEEP BOTH SIDE SCAN AND MOTION TOLERANT DATA [Selection]: Records both Bathymetric Frequency 
Side Scan (LF/HF/VHF) Data and corresponding Motion Tolerant Data in .JSF file. 

NOTE: The 6205 does not have a VHF, it is not a tri-frequency system. 

REPLACE SIDESCAN DATA WITH MOTION TOLERANT DATA [Selection]: Replaces the bathy Side Scan 
(LF/HF/VHF) Data with the corresponding motion tolerant data in .JSF file. 

NOTE: The 6205 does not have a VHF, it is not a tri-frequency system. 

DISCARD MOTION TOLERANT DATA [Selection]: Motion Tolerant data WILL NOT be recorded in JSF file. 

The Motion Tolerant Side Scan, shown in FIGURE 3-56,  is a Waterfall Display that can be resized and 
minimized, but not closed. Any adjustments made to the position and size and position of the Motion 
Tolerant window are recorded in the software, so when Discover launches, the Motion Tolerant window 
opens with the previously used settings.  
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Figure 3-56: Minimized Motion Tolerance Window 

   
Figure 3-57: Motion Tolerance Side Scan Window  
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 Engineering Controls  

The Engineering Controls provides a way to disable/enable Auto Detect Altitude, adjust the Multipath 
Suppression Levels and the Maximum Across Track Average Size, and refine the Processing Parameters. 

 
Figure 3-58: Engineering Controls 

NOTE: NEVER change the parameters under the Engineering Controls, 
unless directed to do so by a member of the EDGETECH CUSTOMER SERVICE. 

3.5.7.1 Auto Detect Altitude 

The Auto Detect Altitude function tells the Bathymetric Processor to use its algorithms to track the 
bottom. By default, the Auto Detect Altitude is on and should not be turned off, unless the bottom tracker 
fails repeatedly. If the Auto Detect Altitude box is unchecked, then the user has the opportunity to input 
a manual value in which they think the bottom resides, shown in FIGURE 3-59. 

 
Figure 3-59: Auto Detect Altitude Disabled 
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3.5.7.2 Example 

Refer to FIGURE 3-60. This is a complex environment for the Bathymetric Processor whereby the user is 
surveying next to a large coral reef. The port array sees the reef bank and the starboard array looks out 
to an open ocean. The seafloor on the starboard side is also too deep for the sensor and so no acoustic 
data is received (hence the similar resemblance to water column data). 

In such a case, the Bathymetric Processor would consistently fail to determine the altitude and the user 
would disable the Auto Detect Altitude. Then the user would determine the range to the reef bank using 
the side scan waterfall and input this estimate into the Manual Altitude box, shown in FIGURE 3-61. For the 
example below, the user would input 32 m, shown in FIGURE 3-61. The Bathymetric Processor will then 
start looking for the bottom around 32m until it locks onto the reef’s edge.  

The Bathymetric Processor would then use this override to plot the seafloor correctly. The user would 
then continue to monitor the Bathymetric Processor to ensure it does not fail again. If another failure 
occurs, the user would adjust the Manual Altitude as needed.  

 
Figure 3-60: Example Extreme Circumstance - Surveying Next to a Reef Bank 

 
Figure 3-61: Example Extreme Circumstance - Input Approximate Depth 
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3.5.7.3 Multipath Suppression Level 

The multipath suppression level is a parameter that is used to specify how the beam forming is calculated. 
The data from the 10-half wavelength spaced elements can be combined prior to phase estimation 
processing to combat the effects of multipath signal propagation.  

Seafloor echoes arriving at the array from single or multiple bounces off the seafloor and the sea surface 
are the primary cause of poor angle estimation and across track range limitations in a shallow water 
deployed system.  

In deep water deployments, as may be seen on ROV or AUV mounted systems, this effect is much reduced, 
if not eliminated. This parameter can take values between 1 and 3 and increasing this value combines 
more of the elements to combat the effects of multipath echoes.  

NOTE: Multipath suppression should can be changed to 1 for Angle 
Binning. Multipath suppression must be changed back to 3 when 
returning to Distance Binning. 

• If this is set to 1, then no multipath suppression is applied and all 10 staves are used in the angle 
estimations. In the absence of multipath errors, this will result in good data. This should be only 
used in angle binning. 

• If this is set to 3, then 3 adjacent elements are combined to help reject strong multipath echoes, 
resulting in 8 synthesized half wavelength spaced elements. 

• If this set to 5, then 5 adjacent elements are combined to help reject strong multipath echoes, 
resulting in 6 synthesized half wavelength spaced elements. 

In normal shallow water deployed systems, using a value of 3 gives the best result. This parameter is 
adjusted in FIGURE 3-62. It is not recommended to change this parameter unless it is directed by a member 
of the EDGETECH CUSTOMER SUPPORT support staff or expert user. 

 
Figure 3-62: Advanced Processing Refinements 

3.5.7.4 Maximum Across Track Average Size 

In estimating the angles across track, multiple adjacent time samples may be combined to improve the 
signal to noise ratio prior to phase estimation. This is also a form of spatial averaging, which can be applied 
to the data prior to the angle estimation processing. This parameter determines the maximum across 
track region size that is used in forming these averages, and is specified in meters, as shown in FIGURE 

3-62. 
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For output data with very high across track resolution, this value should be kept small, for example 0.05 
to 0.5m (5 to 50 cm). For less resolution and more averaging, region sizes up to 1m can be used to produce 
reasonable effects in some cases (deep water). 

3.5.7.5 Processing Refinements 

These parameters are explained in detail in order of appearance: 

  
Figure 3-63: Processing Refinements - Advanced Controls 

The default setting for the Bottom Track Data Source is Product. This means the Bathymetric Processor 
takes the product of the information coming from both arrays to estimate the seafloor depth. This setting 
seems to work well in most scenarios, especially for heavy boat traffic areas where boat wake is 
prominent, but two other parameters have been added for those special cases a user may face. These 
three other settings are Port and Starboard.  

The Port and Starboard settings state that the Bathymetric Processor should use the port or starboard 
side only to compute the seafloor depth. A case where Port or Starboard may be used is if one of the 
arrays should fail during a survey (highly unlikely), or the seafloor is beyond the limits of the sonar, as 
shown in FIGURE 3-60. This way the user will still be able to carry out a survey, even though one side of the 
system does not work or does not see the seafloor. 

3.5.7.6 Time Varying Gain (TVG) 

The TVG option allows the user to apply Time Varying Gain in dB per 100m to the bathymetry solutions. 
EdgeTech has incorporated this feature to increase the bathymetric range in soft bottom conditions. 

This parameter can have one of three options, which are described in the sub-sections below: 

3.5.7.7 Default 

The Default option adjusts the TVG according to the operating frequency and requires no input from the 
user. It is 20dB for a 230-kHz bathymetry system and 50dB for a 540-kHz system. 

3.5.7.8 Display 

The Display option applies the TVG set in the display settings, as shown in FIGURE 3-64. This option requires 
constant monitoring of the side scan imagery and the TVG must be normalized as the composition of the 
seafloor changes. This can be done by clicking on the T button for the bathymetry frequency, or it can be 
manually adjusted by using the + or – buttons, shown in FIGURE 3-64. 
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Figure 3-64: Shortcut Toolbar for Low Frequency (left) and High Frequency (right) 

3.5.7.9  Manual 

The Manual option allows the user to input a manual TVG value. This number is specified in the box to the 
right of the drop-down menu. When this option is selected, the user can also specify a maximum TVG 
value in the Max TVG (dB) field, as shown in FIGURE 3-65. This option also requires constant monitoring of 
the side scan imagery so that the correct TVG value is applied to the bathymetric solutions. 

 
Figure 3-65: Inputting a Manual TVG 

NOTE: If TVG mode is activated, then the Echo Strength Filter in the 
Advanced Bathymetry Controls can be increased (if auto is not applied) 
to reduce noise at the extremities of the bathymetry solutions. 
Monitoring the results in the Bathymetry Display will help the user 
determine what TVG value is best for the current conditions.  

  Help Menu 

The Help Menu shows the information pertaining to what version of the software you have installed on 
your Topside Processor. 

 
Figure 3-66: Help Menu
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 DISCOVERY BATHYMETRIC INTERFACE: LOWER 
CONTROL PANEL  

The Lower Control Panel is comprised of three sections: MAIN STATUS LINE DISPLAY, RADIO INDICATOR TAB, 
and CONTROL TABS.  

 
Figure 4-1: The Lower Control Panel 

 Main Status Line Display 

The Main Status Line Display of the Lower Indicator Panel, as shown in FIGURE 4-2, has a read only tool 
that displays current system information and is divided into two parts: Top and Bottom Lines. This bar sits 
below the Sonar Control Panel. The status bar presents additional information such as the ping numbers 
for both SSL and SSH, the cursor location (mainly used during playback), the sonar’s power setting, and 
the recording directory. The parts of this panel are detailed below.  

 
Figure 4-2: The Main Status Line Display Section of the Lower Control Panel  

4.1.1.1 Top Line 

SSL & SSH: This section of the Lower Indicator Panel displays the current ping number since the Sonar 
Head was powered on for each of the 2 subsystems. 

LAT / LONG, COURSE, ATD (ALONG TRACK DISTANCE), AND SPEED: Displays current latitude/longitude, 
course, along-track distance between pings, and speed data from the GPS 
HEADING, PITCH, AND ROLL: This section displays the Sonar Head compass data 
HEAVE: Displays the Heave. See SONAR HEAVE SENSOR 

ALTITUDE: This section displays the current fish altitude as calculated from the Bottom Tracker function 

DEPTH: This section displays the depth of the Sonar Head in meters or PSI 

Radio Indicator Tabs Main Status Line Display 

Control Tabs 
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NOTE: Depth, in this context, relates to the actual depth of the sonar 
below the waterline, and would only be reported if the sonar had a depth 
sensor input in PSI. For a pole mounted system, this depth is usually 
known and is provided to the 3rd party processor as an installation offset, 
therefore in pole mounted configurations the Depth field in the status 
bar is populated with N/A. 

SV: The value should constantly update via the data collected by the AML SVS probe coming into COM 4 
of the embedded CPU. Changeable in SOUND SPEED OVERRIDE. 

4.1.1.2 Bottom Line 

CURSOR PING: When the cursor is positioned over the waterfall screen, the System Ping number 
associated with the position will be displayed in this area 

MARK: This section of the Lower Indicator Panel displays the current Event Mark number 

DATE & TIME: Current Date & Time 

NOTE: Information displayed in Date and Time depends on the following: 

1. If pinging and receiving NMEA messages, (e.g. RMC or ZDA) the 
message time is displayed. 

2. If pinging, but not receiving NMEA message, Sonar time is displayed. 

3. If not pinging, time and date are N/A.  

4. If in playback, the date and time recorded in the .jsf file is displayed.  

POWER: The Sonar’s Transmit Power is stated as a percent. The power setting is adjusted automatically 
to prevent over saturation of the receivers. Care should be taken when the sonar is mounted to the side 
of a vessel, as sometimes the power control may lock on to a strong keel echo and dial the power back 
inadvertently. To ensure correct power controls are used a proper blanking range should be set. For more 
information please refer to BASIC CONTROLS.  

FREE SPACE: This section of the Lower Indicator Panel displays the remaining amount of data storage 
space on the current drive in Megabytes 
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 Radio Indicator Tabs 

This section of the Lower Panel Controls displays the status of the indicated feature. RED indicates a state 
of Off or Not Active. During Normal operation, all these indicators should be on (WHITE), as shown in 

FIGURE 4-3. If the user does not want to record data, a RED RECORD: OFF indicator is acceptable.  

 
Figure 4-3: The Radio Indicator Tabs Section of the Lower Control Panel 

SONAR: Shows Sonar On/Off. During Playback, this will be yellow and read “Playback”  

BATHYMETRY: Shows Bathymetry On/Off. During Playback, this will be yellow and read “Playback” 

GPS: Displays the status of the GPS input. If GPS is not being received turns red (alert state). GPS: err 
indicates GPS data is garbled or is not in the correct format 

RECORD: Displays the status of the disk recording.  If not recording turns red (alert state). Yellow indicates 
the power is not set to full 

NET [Network]: Displays the status of the sonar TCP/IP link. If not connected turns red (alert state) 

POWER: ON/OFF. Yellow indicates the power is not set to full 

4.2 Control Tabs  
The DISCOVER Sonar Controls consists of individual tab selection sheets that are activated by clicking on 
the corresponding tab.  

 
Figure 4-4: The Top of the Control Tabs 

| SIDESCAN CONTROL | VIDEO GAINS | DISPLAY | MOTION TOLERANT | DISK | BOTTOM TRACK | GRIDS | IMAGE CAPTURE | STATUS  | 
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 Sidescan Control  

Navigate to the Sonar Control Tab to turn the High Frequency and/or Low Frequency Sonar On/Off by 
checking the Sonar On box or by clicking on the ON button from the Shortcut Menu. The range (m) and 
ping rate (%) can also be adjusted from this control menu. The range is specified per side for both 
frequencies, and the ping rate (%) slider is only available for the bathymetry frequency.  

CAUTION! 

Never turn on the sonar if it is in air. Please ensure the system is 
submerged in water before turning it on. Transducer failure may result.  

 
Figure 4-5: Sonar Control Tab 

 Video Gains 

Here, the user can adjust gain levels for both the low and high frequency independently to facilitate the 
viewing of the Side Scan waterfall. These levels can be regulated in two ways: 

1. Video Gains Tab, shown in FIGURE 4-6 

2. Shortcut Menu, shown in FIGURE 2-12  

Gain and TVG can be adjusted manually by typing in the desired value or increasing/decreasing the value 
using the up/down arrow buttons. 

 
Figure 4-6: Video Gains Tab 

NOTE: The gains are strictly used for viewing purposes and do not affect 
the processing of the Bathymetry or Side Scan Data. 

NORMALIZE [Button]: This button sets the display gain of each channel to a value suitable for the current 
maximum echo levels. For very weak signals, a high gain will be applied, and for strong signals, a low gain. 
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The value chosen is shown in the Gain box and may be adjusted manually by the user. This function is the 
same as clicking the “N” hotkey. See note in DISPLAY CONFIGURATION. 

GAIN (dB) [Display, Entry]: This selection allows the user to adjust the overall video gain for both the port 
and starboard signals. 

TVG (dB/100m) [Display, Entry]: This value is used to apply exponential time varied gain (TVG) to the 
displayed waterfall data for both the port and starboard signals. This gain is NOT applied to the recorded 
data in any format, nor is it applied to the data displayed in the top amplitude vs range display window. 
The origin for the start of the gain may be selected as the time origin or the sea floor. (See Sound Speed 
entry above) 

MAX TVG (dB) [Display, Entry]: To enter the slope or the limit of the TVG ramp, click on the value to be 
changed and enter the new value. The time-varying gain slope is used to adjust the image gain with 
increasing range to compensate for signal loss with range. The TVG limit stops the gain increasing with 
range at the displayed limit. 

COMPRESSION (dB) [Display, Entry]: This entry supports a value of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30 dB. A value 
of zero causes the display palette to be used in a linear fashion, mapping the input signal range to 256 
shades of color/gray scale. A value > 0 causes the palette to be progressively compressed, so as to 
emphasize small signals while relatively reducing the intensity of stronger signals. 

STARBOARD GAIN (dB) [Display, Entry]: This selection allows the user to adjust the individual gain of the 
starboard signal so that the data display can be corrected for any imbalance between the port and 
starboard channel. 

 Display 

The user can adjust the zoom and color palette by using the Display Tab. These features are used solely 
on the customer’s preferences. 

 
Figure 4-7: Display Tab 

ZOOM (%): There are two of these selection boxes located in the control panel, one for port and one for 
starboard. These selections allow the user to adjust the Horizontal Zoom factor for the port and starboard 
displays. When the “Link” box is checked off, the input applies to both port and starboard.  

A factor of 100% maps one sonar sample to one screen pixel. A value of 10% maps 10 sonar samples to 
one screen pixel. On screen zooming using the mouse is more efficient and affects these values. Zoom can 
be set from 1.33 – 800%. 800 is 8x, meaning 8 samples per pixel, and 1.33% is 75 sonar samples per pixel. 
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To zoom into a target on the data display, press and hold down the left mouse button, drag across the 
screen (Horizontal or Diagonal) and release. Double-clicking the left mouse button in the data area will 
return the sonar data to full resolution.  

NOTE: The user can use the scroll bars at the bottom of each data display 
to scroll horizontally through the zoomed data. 

LINES/PING [Checkbox]: There are two of these selection boxes located in the control panel. These 
selections allow the user to adjust the Vertical Zoom for the port and starboard displays. When the “Link” 
box is checked off, the input applies to both port and starboard. If set to one the one echo set is mapped 
to one line of screen pixels. If set to 2, then the echo data is duplicated and written to 2 horizontal lines 
of screen pixels. This feature is useful for seeing details in the echo data. 

PALETTE: This pull-down menu allows the user to selection from 9 pre-defined color palettes for the data 
that is being displayed. This feature also allows the user to inverse the image by selecting the desired 
inverse color palette from the list. There is palette selection for both High and Low Frequency Waterfall, 
which are set independently. The default setting is set to gray.jsp.  

 
Figure 4-8: The 9 Pre-Defined Color Palette Options 

 Motion Tolerant 

 
Figure 4-9: Motion Tolerant Tab 

NORMALIZE [Button]: This button sets the display gain of each channel to a value suitable for the current 
maximum echo levels. For very weak signals, a high gain will be applied, and for strong signals, a low gain. 
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The value chosen is shown in the Gain box and may be adjusted manually by the user. This function is the 
same as clicking the “N” hotkey. See note in DISPLAY CONFIGURATION. 

GAIN (dB) [Display, Entry]: This selection allows the user to adjust the overall video gain for both the port 
and starboard signals. 

TVG (dB/100m) [Display, Entry]: This value is used to apply exponential time varied gain (TVG) to the 
displayed waterfall data for both the port and starboard signals. This gain is NOT applied to the recorded 
data in any format, nor is it applied to the data displayed in the top amplitude vs range display window. 
The origin for the start of the gain may be selected as the time origin or the sea floor. 

MAX TVG (dB) [Display, Entry]: To enter the slope or the limit of the TVG ramp, click on the value to be 
changed and enter the new value. The time-varying gain slope is used to adjust the image gain with 
increasing range to compensate for signal loss with range. The TVG limit stops the gain increasing with 
range at the displayed limit. 

COMPRESSION (dB) [Display, Entry]: This entry supports a value of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30 dB. A value 
of zero causes the display palette to be used in a linear fashion, mapping the input signal range to 256 
shades of color/gray scale. A value > 0 causes the palette to be progressively compressed, so as to 
emphasize small signals while relatively reducing the intensity of stronger signals. 

STARBOARD GAIN (dB) [Display, Entry]: This selection allows the user to adjust the individual gain of the 
starboard signal so that the data display can be corrected for any imbalance between the port and 
starboard channel. 

VIDEO GAIN [Display]: Shows the Video Gains applied to the data, calculated in VIDEO GAINS.  

ZOOM (%): There are two of these selection boxes located in the control panel, one for port and one for 
starboard. These selections allow the user to adjust the Horizontal Zoom factor for the port and starboard 
displays. When the “Link” box is checked off, the input applies to both port and starboard.  

A factor of 100% maps one sonar sample to one screen pixel. A value of 10% maps 10 sonar samples to 
one screen pixel. On screen zooming using the mouse is more efficient and affects these values. Zoom can 
be set from 1.33 – 800%. 800 is 8x, meaning 8 samples per pixel, and 1.33% is 75 sonar samples per pixel. 

To zoom into a target on the data display, press and hold down the left mouse button, drag across the 
screen (Horizontal or Diagonal) and release. Double-clicking the left mouse button in the data area will 
return the sonar data to full resolution.  

NOTE: The user can use the scroll bars at the bottom of each data display 
to scroll horizontally through the zoomed data. 

LINES/PING [Checkbox]: There are two of these selection boxes located in the control panel. These 
selections allow the user to adjust the Vertical Zoom for the port and starboard displays. When the “Link” 
box is checked off, the input applies to both port and starboard. If set to one the one echo set is mapped 
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to one line of screen pixels. If set to 2, then the echo data is duplicated and written to 2 horizontal lines 
of screen pixels. This feature is useful for seeing details in the echo data. 

This pull-down menu allows the user to selection from 9 pre-defined color palettes for the data that is 
being displayed. This feature also allows the user to inverse the image by selecting the desired inverse 
color palette from the list. There is palette selection for both High and Low Frequency Waterfall, which 
are set independently. The default setting is set to gray.jsp.  

 
Figure 4-10: The 9 Pre-Defined Color Palette Options 

 Disk 

 
Figure 4-11: Disk Tab 

PLAYBACK FILE [Display, Entry]: This feature allows the user to enter a path and filename or select 
“Browse” and look for a specific file to be replayed. The controls below this box are used to control the 
selected data file. Users can also control this file from the controls located in the Shortcut Toolbar. The 
fast forward button will increase the playback speed. The play button will decrease the playback speed. 
The pause button will stop the file and allow playback to continue from the same point. The stop button 
will end playback and will start at the beginning again if the play button is pressed again. 

For basic playback, navigate to the Disk Tab, shown in FIGURE 4-11, and select Browse (green arrow). 
Locate the desired JSF file and use the function buttons to play, stop, fast forward, etc. These playback 
buttons are also conveniently located on the Shortcut Menu.  

RECORD FILE [Display, Entry]: This feature allows the user to enter a path and filename or select Browse 
and look for a specific directory and enter the name in the “Select any DISCOVER Data File” pop up 
window. The controls below this box are used to control the selected data file. The user can control this 
file from the controls located in the SHORTCUT TOOLBAR. 

To set up a recording directory, navigate to the Disk Tab and click Browse (red arrow). Usually the 
recording directory is located on the E:\Data Disk on the Topside Computer. When ready, press the Record 
button on the right-hand side of the Disk Tab. The name of the file will appear in the Record File: box. 
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If a file name is not specified, DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC will automatically name every file according to the 
date and time (UTC) the user hits record. For example, if the user hits record at 13:18 (UTC) on July 12, 
2012 the file name will be recorded as 20120712131822_Binned.jsf.  

 THE NEW FILE ICON IS TO START RECORDING A NEW FILE. 

NOTE: DISCOVER can produce two types of files: a diagnostic 
(unprocessed stave) data file and a sonar data file. For more information, 
refer to DISCOVER FILE TYPES.  

 Bottom Track 

In the case where the system is purely operated as a dual frequency side scan system, a side scan bottom 
tracker is available under the Bottom Track tab, shown in FIGURE 4-12.  

 
Figure 4-12: Bottom Track Tab 

NOTE: If the system is running as a bathymetry system, it is not 
recommended to run the side scan bottom tracker. This may cause 
confusing results since the side scan bottom tracker is not as accurate as 
the bathymetric solutions computer by the Bathymetric Processor. 

TRACK BOTTOM [Check Box]:  This selection allows the user to toggle the bottom tracking feature On and 
Off. Bottom Tracking is required for proper operation of the TVG (seafloor), and Sonar Head Altitude 
Display features. Once the bottom track feature is turned on, the user will need to use the following 
control features to adjust it so that it is tracking reliably. 

TRACKING INDICATOR [Check Box]: This feature allows the display of a line parallel to the seafloor to 
indicate that the software is properly tracking the ocean bottom. 

DETECTION THRESHOLD (%) [Numeric Display, Entry]: This selection allows the user to limit the bottom 
tracking to a user-defined percentage of the sonar signal display window. This setting will vary depending 
on bottom types but a good place to start is about half of the peak signal displayed in the sonar signal 
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amplitude display window. To enter a threshold for bottom tracking, click on “threshold” and enter the 
new threshold. The threshold refers to the position of the threshold in the top trace display window. 

INDICATOR OFFSET (pixels) [Numeric Display, Entry]: This selection allows the user to offset the Tracking 
Indicator by a user-defined # of pixels. This feature is helpful when you have a very hard bottom material 
which makes it is hard to see the tracking indicator. 

MINIMUM ALTITUDE (M) [Numeric Display, Entry]: This selection allows the user to manually force the 
tracking algorithm to exclude a region out to a certain distance from the Sonar Head from consideration 
in choosing bottom candidates. The region extending from 0 meters out to the hold off range are excluded 
from the bottom tracker. This feature is very helpful when there is a large amount of clutter in the water 
column below the Sonar Head that makes bottom tracking difficult. It is important for the operator to 
monitor the tracking indicator frequently when this feature is used. If the water below the Sonar Head 
gets shallower than the Hold off setting, then the bottom tracking feature will be operating incorrectly 

TRACKING RANGE (M) [Numeric Display, Entry]: This field adjusts the width of the tracking window in 
meters. Bottom candidates meeting threshold requirement outside of this window are not valid. This 
window can be set graphically by left-clicking at the start point and "dragging" to the end-point. 

 Grids 

DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC also has the option to place a grid on the screen. The grid may facilitate 
measuring the size of a target or estimating its range from the sonar. The Grids Tab allows the user to 
place horizontal or vertical grids over the side scan data and to adjust the size and scale of these grids.  

Refer to FIGURE 4-13 for the Grid Tab and FIGURE 4-14 for an example of grids in the waterfall display. 

 
Figure 4-13: Grids Tab 

GRIDS [HIGH / LOW]: 

HORIZONTAL [Check Box]: Allows user to toggle horizontal scale lines on or off. For horizontal 
scale lines to be displayed, navigation input with valid speed, or manual speed is required. 
Horizontal (depth) grid marks can be painted on the waterfall display at the specified interval, if 
checked, and can be customized to display in meters or milliseconds.  

INTERVAL (M) [Numeric Display, Entry]: Allows user to customize spacing between horizontal 
scale lines. 
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VERTICAL [Check Box]: Allows user to toggle vertical scale lines on or off. These work with or 
without navigation input. Vertical grid marks can be painted on the waterfall display at the 
specified interval, if checked, and can be customized to display in meters or milliseconds. 

INTERVAL (M) [Numeric Display, Entry]: Allows user to select spacing between vertical scale lines. 

SCALE:  

Users can select units for horizontal and vertical scale lines in meters, milliseconds, feet, or yards. 

NOTE: Scale Lines are for the video display of the data only and do not 
affect the recorded data in any way. All other inputs such as range and 
offsets remain in meters. 

 
Figure 4-14: Grids setup to Display Vertical Mark every 10 M 

 Image Capture 

The image capture feature allows the user to have JPG snapshots of the Waterfall Display. This is 
sometimes used if the user sees an object of interest. The user can set the file name and save location for 
each image. Image Capture can also be set up to be taken at intervals (in meters). These features are 
described in more detail below.  
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Figure 4-15: Image Capture Tab 

(HIGH / LOW FREQUENCY) IMAGE CAPTURE ON [Check Box]: Enables Image Capture. A standard .JPG file 
can be created and viewed on screen or printed. When Checked, this launches a window, prompting the 
user to create a path for all image captures. All image captures will be saved in this user-established path. 
This can also be changed/accessed in JPEG FILE NAME.  

(HIGH / LOW FREQUENCY) NEW FILE EVERY __ METERS [Numeric Display, Entry]: 0 = disabled. The image 
capture feature also allows the user to have a new file generated after ‘x’ number of meters. The image 
capture feature allows the user to have JPEG snapshots of the waterfall display taken at intervals (in 
meters) that can be set by the user, however there must be a valid navigation input for this function to 
work. This tab also gives the user the ability to set the file name and location where each image will be 
saved.  

(HIGH / LOW FREQUENCY) JPEG FILE NAME [Display, Entry]: Click “…” option to Browse and set the path 
or location. 

 Status 

The Status Tab conveniently provides a comprehensive view of the most important system information. 
This tab is read-only and requires no input from the user. This information in the Status Tab is always 
conveniently displayed in the MAIN STATUS LINE DISPLAY.  

 
Figure 4-16: Status Tab 

NAVIGATION: Displays position information that the software is receiving from the navigation input. 

ALTITUDE: Displays Sonar Head altitude in meters and requires the bottom tracking feature to be 
activated. It is very important for the operator to periodically verify that the bottom tracking feature is 
tracking the bottom reliably. If the bottom tracking feature is not properly tracking the bottom it will cause 
this display to indicate a false altitude value. 
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 SOUND SPEED OVERRIDE 

CAUTION! 

ONLY use this feature if the Sound Velocity Sensor fails. Using an incorrect 
Sound Speed may result in improper sounding depths. 

In the event the integrated sound velocity sensor fails, there is a manual override feature in Bathymetric 
Processor. To access it, simply click on the Control Menu, then Processing, as shown in FIGURE 5-1.   

 
Figure 5-1: Bathymetric Processing 

A dialog will launch to input the desired Sound Velocity: 

1. To make the change take effect the Override box must be checked, shown in FIGURE 5-2.  

2. Verify the change by looking at the Sound Velocity (M/S) field in the small SBX window, shown in 
FIGURE 5-2. 

 
Figure 5-2: Override Box 
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  BATCH PROCESSING JSF FILES 

NOTE: DISCOVER can produce two types of files: a diagnostic (unprocessed 
stave) data file and a sonar data file. For more information, refer to DISCOVER 

FILE TYPES. 

To Batch Process JSF files within DISCOVER: 

NOTE: This process can ONLY be done with _STAVE.jsf files. 

 

NOTE: If this is the first time DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC has been used, these 
windows can be found under the Bathymetry menu at the top of DISCOVER 
as shown below. 

1. Launch DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC, shown in FIGURE 6-1.  

 
Figure 6-1: DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC Windows  
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2. Navigate to the DISK TAB and set up a recording directory by selecting Browse next to the Record File 
box and navigating to the desired folder where the Batch Processing will be exported to.  

 
Figure 6-2: Disk Tab 

3. Use the BASIC/ADVANCED CONTROLS to set up the desired processing parameters. These controls may 
be accessed by selecting the BATHYMETRY menu from the MAIN MENU. 

 
Figure 6-3: Accessing the Controls 

These control dialog boxes are illustrated below and only one of these can be displayed at a time.  

NOTE: ADVANCED BATHYMETRIC CONTROLS include all the BASIC CONTROLS with 
the added filter section at the bottom. For most cases, the basic controls will 
suffice for batch processing as these filters have been optimized for most 
surveying conditions. 

 

NOTE: See BASIC CONTROLS and ADVANCED CONTROLS for more information. 
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Figure 6-4: Basic Controls 

 
Figure 6-5: Advanced Controls  
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4. Once controls are set, select all the files to process, either by holding down the Ctrl button and 
selecting multiple individual files, or highlighting the entire data set. Click Open.  

 
Figure 6-6: Opening a File 

5. Press Play, then Record Processed files will now be logged to a previously established directory.  

a. Batch processing speed can be increase to a speed of 15-30 by clicking on the Fast Forward 
button or slowed down by clicking on the Play button again. The maximum speed is governed 
by the processing capabilities of the PC running DISCOVER. 

b. DISCOVER shows its progress by stating which file in the batch it is processing and how much 
of that file has been processed. This is shown on the DISK TAB, near the Playback Controls. 

 
Figure 6-7: File Status 

6. Once all the files have been processed, click Stop to close and save all the files.  
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A.0 TROUBLESHOOTING 
This section discusses issues you may encounter with DISCOVER and various hardware systems.  

1. Why can’t I feed navigation directly into the Topside Computer? 

For the 6205s to properly process the bathymetry data, it needs all of the auxiliary data, such as 
time, position, heading, roll, pitch, and heave. By inputting the supporting device directly into the 
computer poses a risk of mismatching time stamps. If the time stamps do not match, the 
bathymetric processor will not know which ping to coordinate the auxiliary data with.  

2. Why don’t I see data scrolling in DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC? 

Check to see if the Sonar Head has connected to DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC by checking the status of 
the network (NET: ON) down in the right-hand corner of the DISCOVER main window. It usually 
takes about a minute and a half for the Sonar Head to boot and connect to the Topside Processor. 
If the problem persists, contact EDGETECH CUSTOMER SERVICE. 

3. What do I do if the Diagnostic window will not disappear, even after I’ve clicked Done? 

If DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC is connected, check the Diagnostic window for any missing data on any 
of the three/four COM ports (depending on how the particular system has been configured).  

If one Port is showing “Port Inactive”, check the connection of the device and the Topside Interface 
Box. If a Port is showing “Unknown Data”, first check to make sure the baud rate matches the sonar’s 
baud rate as shown in the Connector to Sonar Via the Remote Desktop in your Hardware Manual. 
If these match, check the Hardware output data format.  

If the problem persists, contact EDGETECH CUSTOMER SERVICE.  

4. Data is not scrolling in my Third-Party Software 

Check to see if DISCOVER BATHYMETRIC is connected to the Third-Party software using the 
Connections Information window. Also ensure all ancillary data is coming through DISCOVER and 
across to the Third-Party software. In most cases, the ancillary information is needed before the 
Third-Party software can plot soundings on their real-time display.  
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